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Getting dirty for good.
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WAX DIPPED
OVERSIZED
AMARYLLIS
BULBS AND
BLOOMS

The power of plants. Just
watching these magnificent
flowers bloom is a gift. Pair this
with the ease and the 100%
guarantee to bloom makes this
the perfect gift.

 Wax Dipped Amaryllis Bulbs are  guaranteed to bloom and come in a variety of colors
through out the year. No watering, no soil is required; everything the bulb needs to

bloom is encased in the wax.
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ENDLESS
CUSTOMIZATION
OPTIONS

Customized packaging and
colors available to ensure your
growing together message
blooms to perfection.

Our wax dipped amaryllis bulbs ship seasonally and bring blooms to wherever
your people are.  Metallic, Red, White, Lilac, Green, and Swirls- each bulb is

hand-dipped and guaranteed to bloom.
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ALFRESCO
PLEASE-
AMARYLLIS
BULBS 

The science is clear: when we
nurture nature, every aspect of
our mental health improves. A
little water, sunshine and these
bulbs bloom. 

Planting the Alfresco bulb is simple and makes for a quick gathering with colleagues and
customers.  The perfect way to bring well-being into the holiday season together.
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INSIDE AND
OUT

A little nature creates a happier
workspace and just might make
your workday better. Easy to
gift, great to receive, and
perfect for customization.

Corporate anniversaries, Breast Cancer Awareness, and summer associate cocktail
gatherings.  Gifts that highlight the season we are in.
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EVERY DAY IS
A GOOD DAY
TO GROW 

Eating seasonally is a way to
bring healthy habits to every
day.  Bring each season to life
with a patio garden of fresh
harvests. 

Each garden includes full Grow Pro access. 
Grow Pro supports the entire growing journey and reinforces ideas on how to let your

garden nurture your mental health through microsteps.
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PERSONALIZED
FOR YOU

The power of plants combined
with the power of having your
brand front and center
throughout the day.  Growing
together with those most
important to you.



Growing Together
Gardenuity makes gifting easy. Celebrate your colleagues, clients,
and growing together. We create memorable gifts that are good
for you, the planet, and your gift recipients. And connect people
to the well-being that comes with every garden inspired
experience. 

Growing Together 
With The Best
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About Us

Gardenuity is on a mission to make gardens and gardening
experiences accessible to everyone, bringing the well-being benefits
of gardening to people no matter where they live, work, or play. 

Research shows gardening is a benefit to physical and mental health,
and to the health of the planet. Gardenuity has built a product suite
that brings these benefits to individuals, companies, and communities.
We embed the well-being benefits from gardening directly into every
experience.

https://www.gardenuity.com/
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For pricing, customization options, and to learn more about the
benefits of Getting Dirty with your customers, colleagues, and
community, reach out to corporatepartner@gardenuity.com.

https://www.gardenuity.com/

